
Top 10 Best Driving Simulation Games For Android
2018

All these games are top download with best ratings. Users can drive Truck, Taxi, firetruck and almost
vehicle which comes under driving simulation. We have share complete details about every driving

simulation games. You check their exciting features and download on your Smartphone. These
games have spectacular graphics and fantastic control.

1. Taxi Sim 2016

Detailed maps.

Smooth and realistic car handling.

A Lots of taxis from around the world.

Free Ride mode.

Multiplayer mode.

Detailed vehicle interiors.

Realistic damage system.

Improved manual transmission, with 6 Gears + Reverse.

Tilt steering, buttons, and touch steering wheel.

Slider Pedals, for better control.

Online Leaderboards and Achievements.

Real engine sounds.

Realistic weather conditions.



2. Real Racing 3

Real tracks and cars.

Over 4000 choices of gameplay.

Real-time maps.

Realistic damage simulation.

Realistic driving simulation.

Amazing car sounds.

Award-winning franchise.

1 racing game in over 100 countries.

3. School Driving 3D

Smooth and realistic car handling.

Different licenses to take, Car, Bus, and Truck.

More than 40 levels (new updates every week).

Free Ride mode available.

Stunning 3D Graphics with realistic vehicles interiors.

Detailed damage system.

Tilt steering, buttons, and touch steering wheel.

Online Leaderboards and Achievements.

Real engine sound for each vehicle.

4. Euro Truck Driver (Simulator)

7 European truck brands (4×2 and 6×4 Axles).

More than 20 realistic cities.

Drive across country roads and highways.

Easy controls (tilt, buttons or touch steering wheel).

Realistic weather conditions and day/night cycle.

Visual damage to trucks.

Detailed interiors for each truck brand.

Amazing engine sounds.

Improved AI traffic system.

Online Multiplayer with Servers or Convoy mode.



5. Dr. Driving 2

Smooth controls.

Realistic driving experience.

Great real-time monitoring of the vehicle.

Many different vehicles.

Real-time online multiplayer.

Multiple stage levels.

6. Bus Simulator 3D

Realistic bus physics.

Traffic cars system.

Different buses to drive.

Locations of any kind: city, countryside, mountain, desert and snow

Realistic damage.

Tilting, buttons and steering wheel controls.

Interior Camera.

Cool and smooth graphics.

7. Fire Fighter Simulator 3D

6 Fire Trucks.

Fire Department Helicopter.

Interior Camera.

Realistic damage.

Cool Locations: city, countryside, mountain, desert, and snow.

Lots of Exciting missions.

Tilting, buttons and steering wheel controls.

Fireman third-person control.

Online Achievements and Leaderboards.

8. Off-road 4×4 Driving Simulator

Giant open world man for 4×4 off-road driving, all unlimited free drive.



Great environments ( mountains, hills, dirt roads ).

Precise off-road physics, real-time reflections.

3 gameplay modes ( free ride, build vehicle multi-levels, endless chest collection ).

5 amazing off-road 4×4 cars ( including jeep and hummer ).

All off-road 4×4 vehicles are upgradable (motor, brake, grip, steer, etc…).

Upgradable colors, tires, and new add-on system.

New multi-level system, collect car parts and build your vehicle.

Real-time car damage, smoke, dust effect.

Turbo jump and car damage repairs. 

Straightforward mobile touch controls ( including steering wheel ).

Different camera options ( including an interior camera with turning steer wheel ).

9. Motorcycle Driving 3D

Realistic motorbike handling and feeling.

Different kind of motorcycles.

 More than 40 levels (new updates every week).

Free Ride mode available.

Stunning 3D Graphics.The position of view camera (helmet view).

The position of view camera (helmet view).

Amazing ragdoll rider crashes.

Tilt steering or buttons steering.

Online Leaderboards and Achievements.

Cloud Save Game.

Real engine sound for each bike.

10. Dr. Driving

Smooth controls

Realistic driving experience

Great real-time monitoring of the vehicle

Many different vehicles to choose from

Real-time online multiplayer

Multiple stage levels
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